
AlgorithmsComputer Siene 140 & Mathematis 168Instrutor: B. ThomFall 2004Homework 14bDue on Deember 7, Tuesday, beginning of lass1. [20 Points℄ The Kernel!Consider a direted graph G = (V;E). A kernel for graph G is a subset K of theverties suh that:(a) Every vertex in V is either in the kernel K or has an inoming edge from somevertex in the kernel. (Formally, \8v 2 V , v 2 K or 9u 2 K s.t. (u; v) 2 E.")(b) There do not exist two verties in the kernel K with a direted edge betweenthem. (Formally, \8u; v 2 K, (u; v) =2 E and (v; u) =2 E.")Observe that the graph in Figure 1 has a kernel. (A set ontaining just one of the twoverties is a kernel.)
Figure 1: This direted yle has a kernel.On the other hand, the graph in Figure 2 has no kernel. (Take a look at the de�nitionof the kernel to make sure you see why.)
Figure 2: This direted yle has no kernel.The Kernel Problem is the following: Given a direted graph G = (V;E), does Ghave a kernel? Prove that the Kernel Problem is NP-omplete. (Hint: Perform aredution from 3SAT and use the graphs in Figures 1 and 2 as the gadgets.)2. [25 points℄ Network Reliability is NPC!The Network Reliability Problem (NRP) is a famous problem arising in the area ofnetwork design. First, a few de�nitions. We will represent a network as an undiretedgraph with n verties v1; : : : ; vn. We say that two paths in the network are disjoint ifthey have no verties in ommon exept for the endpoints. For example, there an betwo disjoint paths from vertex v42 to v100, but v42 and v100 an be the only verties1



that these paths have in ommon (sine these verties are the endpoints of the paths).In this de�nition, we're assuming that eah pair of verties onsidered is unique, i.e.8 vi; vj; i 6= j (in other words, the number of disjoint paths between a vertex and itselfis zero). In the interest of reliability, it is desirable to have multiple disjoint pathsbetween pairs of nodes in the network.The Network Reliability Problem (NRP) is de�ned as follows: Given is an undiretedgraph with n verties v1; : : : ; vn, an n�n symmetri matrix R of positive integers, anda positive integer b. The question is whether there exists a subset S ontaining exatlyb edges in G suh that for eah pair of verties vi and vj there exist at least rij vertexdisjoint paths from vi to vj suh that all paths are onstruted using only edges fromset S?One ould imagine NRP being very useful when designing a spei� network on�g-uration. For example, if you had n nodes you wanted to onnet together, you ouldbegin by assuming you were going to link eah node to every other (i.e. build a om-plete graph, $$$!), and then, given some desired minimal number of disjoint pathsbetween node pairs, ask \How few physial links an be used to still ahieve a desireddisjointness?"Some advie:(a) The fat that this problem is in NP is less obvious than any others we've seen sofar. Write this one up arefully (a novel is not required; a short paragraph willprobably do the trik). You might wish to use the following fat: answering ifthere exists foo vertex-disjoint paths in a undireted graph between s and t isanswerable in polynomial time using a Network-ow based approah (we disussedhow this might be done in lass).(b) You will �nd it very useful to �rst prove (so you an then use) the followinglemma: For any graph with E edges, the sum of all its verties' degrees is exatly2 � jEj.In this problem, you're to do the following:(a) Prove that NRP is NP-omplete using a redution from a problem that we'veshown in lass to be NP-omplete.(b) As mentioned earlier, you an answer if there exists foo vertex-disjoint pathsbetween a partiular s and t in polynomial time. So what fundamental aspet ofthe NRP problem makes the di�erene, allowing NPC problem instanes to exist?Explain briey.3. 2SAT in polynomial time! [45 Points℄You might reall from CS 81 that the resolution algorithm solves 2SAT. In this problem,you'll show that 2SAT an also be solved eÆiently using graph algorithms. (Amazingbut true: Those ever-versatile graph algorithms raise their ugly heads again!)2



Reall that 2SAT is just like 3SAT, exept that every lause in a 2SAT instane ontainsthe disjuntion of exatly two variables. (Note: We use the notation :x to denote thenegation of variable x.) Although 3SAT is NP-omplete, you will demonstrate in thisproblem that 2SAT an be solved eÆiently. In partiular, you'll derive a polynomial-time redution from 2SAT to a graph problem whose Yes/No answers are faithful tothe original problem. Moreover, you'll develop an algorithm for answering this questionin the redued-to-graph domain that runs in polynomial-time.(a) Consider the following instane of 2SAT:(x1jx2)&(x1j:x2)&(:x1jx2)Show that this instane is satis�able by giving a satisfying assignment for thevariables.(b) Now onsider the following instane of 2SAT:(x1jx2)&(x1j:x2)&(:x1jx2)&(:x1j:x2)Explain briey why this instane of 2SAT is not satis�able.() Given an instane of 2SAT, let's onstrut a orresponding direted graph asfollows: For eah variable xi that appears in the 2SAT instane, onstrut a pairof verties, one labeled xi and the other labeled :xi. For every lause of the form(ajb) in the 2SAT instane (where a and b are variables whih may or may notbe negated), plae a direted edge from vertex :a to vertex b and also a diretededge from vertex :b to vertex a. For example, if we had a lause (x1j:x3) thena = x1 and b = :x3. Therefore, we would plae a direted edge from vertex:x1 to vertex :x3 as well as a direted edge from vertex x3 to vertex x1. In thisexample, you should interpret the edge from vertex :x1 to vertex :x3 to mean \if:x1 is true (that is, x1 is false) then :x3 must be true." Similarly, the edge fromvertex x3 to the vertex x1 is interpreted as \if x3 is true then x1 must be true."Construt this direted graph for the 2SAT instane in part (a). This graphshould ontain 4 verties 6 edges. Notie that there is no path from vertex x1 tovertex :x1.(d) Notie that in the graph you onstruted there is a path from vertex :x1 tovertex x1. Clearly explain why the existene of this path implies that a satisfyingassignment for this instane of 2SAT annot have :x1 be true (that is, x1 annotbe false). Be very lear and preise about your reasoning here.(e) Notie that there does not exist a path in this graph from vertex x1 to vertex:x1. Notie also that in your satisfying assignment for this instane, x1 was setto true. Clearly explain why this graph tells us that x1 should be assigned trueif the instane has any hope of being satis�ed.(f) What does the graph tell you about the value that should be assigned to variablex2? Explain. 3



(g) Now, onstrut the graph for the 2SAT problem in part (b). What propertydoes this graph have that fores you to onlude that the 2SAT instane is notsatis�able? Be preise.(h) Next, write down a onjeture that starts as follows: \A 2SAT instane is sat-is�able if and only if the orresponding direted graph has property blah, blah,blah." Fill in the \blah, blah, blah" with mathematially preise language.(i) In the next item, you will prove your onjeture. But �rst, prove the followingLemma by induting on path length: for any verties i, j in a graph that has beenonstruted as outlined above, if there exists a path from i to j in the graph thenthere also exists a path from :j to :i.(j) Now, prove your onjeture. This is the main part of this problem (it's also worthmost of the points!) and will take several paragraphs to prove. Note that, whilethe onjeture is if and only if we are still in the land of proving faithfulness|thatfor some arbitrary 2SAT, if we were to redue it to suh a graph, the answer tothe graph having property \blah, blah, blah" is faithful to answering the 2SATquestion.Break your proof up as follows:i. Demonstrate that 2SAT is \yes" implies that \graph with property blah,blah,blah"is yes.ii. Dmenostrate that \graph with property blah,blah,blah" is \yes" implies that2SAT is \yes." Begin by onstruting a valuation for all the variables byusing the graph for whih \blah blah blah" is true. Be areful and preise indesribing this onstrution, as it will make your faithfulness argument easierto formulate and parse. Next, argue that the valuation is both valid and thatthe 2SAT formula will evaluate to true. If you are not using the Lemma whenproving this, you are probably not proving everything that you should.(k) Now, desribe an algorithm to determine whether or not a 2SAT instane issatis�able. What is the running time of your algorithm (Big fat hint: It betterbe polynomial)?(l) Is 2SAT in NP? Explain briey. Is it NP-Complete? Explain briey.
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